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ABSTRACT

By assuming that coronal active regions are made up of many loops, we investigate the relationship between the average magnetic field strength
and loop length for a sample of active regions observed by the Soft X-ray Telescope aboard Yohkoh. We use photospheric magnetic data from
the Michelson Doppler Imager and compute extrapolated field lines that match the observed soft X-ray emission. We compare our results with
a previous study and find them to be consistent and a logical extension of such work. Such studies have important implications for solar coronal
heating models.
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1. Introduction
Since it was realised that the Sun’s corona is hotter than the
underlying photosphere by almost three orders of magnitude,
there have been eﬀorts to explain why. Dissipation of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves and dissipation of stressed,
current-carrying magnetic fields are among the plausible ideas.
However, the major diﬃculty in identifying the heating mechanism is that the small scale lengths (<1 km) involved in coronal
heating models cannot be directly verified by observations.
The solar corona consists of magnetic structures with different characteristics (active regions, coronal holes, etc.). High
resolution magnetograms together with EUV and X-ray images of the corona clearly suggest a strong connection between
the magnetic field and coronal heating, but the underlying processes have yet to be identified.
In recent years, there have been eﬀorts to use observed
characteristics of coronal loops in active regions (ARs) to derive various scaling laws relating diﬀerent physical quantities that directly or indirectly contribute to the heating rate.
Although the details of the energy release process in the corona
do not depend on the loop length or the large-scale coronal
magnetic field, the main aim of such studies is to compare the
observed dependence of the heating rate on some fundamental
physical quantities with similarly expressed dependencies derived from coronal heating theories. In this way, the number
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of free parameters in the scaling law for the heating can be reduced.
The purpose of our study is to resolve the discrepancy
between the conclusions of two such earlier analyses, by
Mandrini et al. (2000) (hereafter referred to as MDK (2000))
and Yashiro & Shibata (2001) (hereafter referred to as YS
(2001)), regarding their implications for coronal heating. Both
these studies found a best-fit scaling law for the heating rate
of the form H ∝ Lb , where L is a characteristic (AR or loop)
length, but show a discrepancy in the value of the exponent b.
In the present paper we test and verify that the cause of this discrepancy is the diﬀerent methods used to derive the relationship
between the mean magnetic field strength B and L in these two
studies.
MDK (2000) carried out extrapolation studies on 14 active regions (ARs) to investigate how the mean magnetic field
strength of the loops depends on their end-to-end lengths.
They used photospheric magnetograms, obtained with several
ground-based magnetographs, to compute linear force-free and
magnetostatic models and determined the average (over the
tube volume) coronal field strength, B, in approximately a
thousand individual flux loops (or tubes) per AR with regularly spaced footpoints. They found a scaling law for B
as a function of the loop lengths, L (for limited ranges of
lengths centered around 50−300 Mm) as: B ∝ Lδ where
δ = −0.9 ± 0.3. This information, together with the findings
of Porter & Klimchuk (1995), enabled MDK (2000) to estimate the heating rate per unit volume as a function of B using
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a quasi-static model for coronal loops. MDK (2000) also compared these rates derived from observations with the heating
rates predicted by various theoretical models, considering cases
with and without coronal and photospheric quantities being
identical. They concluded that models based on the dissipation
of stressed, current-carrying magnetic fields are in better agreement with the observations than models that attribute coronal
heating to the dissipation of MHD waves injected at the base of
the corona. A similar conclusion was reached by the independent study of Démoulin et al. (2003) who used the results derived from the long-term evolution study of an isolated AR (AR
7978) by van Driel-Gesztelyi et al. (2003). The two studies,
Démoulin et al. (2003) and van Driel-Gesztelyi et al. (2003),
combined Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT, Tsuneta et al. 1991) observations of the full AR and the more precise plasma diagnostic given by the Bragg Crystal Spectrometer (BCS, Culhane
et al. 1991) aboard Yohkoh, with magnetic field measurements
obtained with the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI, Scherrer
et al. 1995) aboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(SoHO). They were able to analyse a larger sample of magnetic field strengths and plasma parameters in diﬀerent conditions with less statistical noise.
YS (2001) also studied the relationship between thermal
and magnetic properties of 31 mature active regions observed
with SXT. They integrated the soft X-ray emission over the entire AR and obtained a single temperature for each AR using
the filter ratio technique. YS (2001) (see also Jain & Yashiro
2002) found that for their sample of ARs the mean magnetic
flux density is independent of the region size. This led YS
(2001) to conclude that their results were consistent with the
Alfvén wave heating mechanism and possibly the nanoflare
model proposed by Sturrock et al. (1999) for strong magnetic
fields.
The discrepancy between the results of MDK (2000), B ∼
and YS (2001), B independent of L, needs to be explained
since it is unlikely that a diﬀerent main heating mechanism is at
work in ARs with similar global characteristics. The explanation could lie in the diﬀerent methods used to estimate the typical scale length and the magnetic flux density to derive their
relationship. Unlike MDK (2000), YS (2001) did not carry out
extrapolation studies. The typical length scale in YS (2001)
study is the AR size, which is taken as the square root of its
area (A), and ranges between [10, 100] Mm. Also, the mean
magnetic flux density for each coronal active region was calculated by assuming that the total photospheric magnetic flux (φ),
measured from MDI/SoHO magnetograms at the photospheric
level is the same as at the coronal level. YS (2001) thus used
the coronal active region area, A, to obtain the mean magnetic
flux density as B = φ/A for each AR.
1
L,

A specific aim of this paper is to carry out extrapolation
studies for a subset of the ARs considered by YS (2001), in the
same way as MDK (2000) did, and determine the relationship,
if any, between loop length and average field strength of the
loop. The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe
the data analysis and our results. In Sect. 3, we present our
conclusions.

Fig. 1. Side view of the extrapolated field lines showing their height
for AR7968.

2. Data analysis and results
All the coronal data used in this study are from full frame SXT
images obtained either with the thin Al1 or A1Mg filters. For
the magnetic data we use the full disc level 1.5 MDI magnetograms. These data are the average of 5 magnetograms with
a cadence of 30 s. They are constructed once every 96 min.
The error in the flux densities per pixel in the averaged magnetograms is ≈9 G, and each pixel has a mean area of 1.96 Mm2 .
The field lines are computed under the linear force-free assumption:
∇ × B = αB

(1)

(with α constant, in particular α = 0 for the potential case) using a fast Fourier transform method (see Alissandrakis 1981;
Démoulin et al. 1997). In brief (see Green et al. 2002, for details), the value of α is determined by an iterative process. As
a first step, the field lines are computed for a given α. We then
calculate the mean distance between the observed SXT coronal
loop or the intensities on a series of points (when loops are not
clearly visible in SXT images). The process is repeated with iteration on α until the lowest mean distance (the best global fit)
is achieved. Figure 1 shows a side view of the computed magnetic field lines for active region AR 7968. The extrapolated
field lines globally match the soft X-ray emission observed by
SXT (see Fig. 2).
In Table 1 we list the ARs (in order of magnetic complexity) used in this study and the important parameters obtained
from observations (Φ and S AR ) and magnetic field modeling (α). In this study, Φ is the average between the positive and
the absolute value of the negative magnetic flux at the photospheric level. The quantity S AR is the active region size which,
in our case, is the flux weighted mean distance between opposite polarity photospheric fields given as follows (see MDK
2000):
2
= (Xp − Xn )2 + (Yp − Yn )2 ;
S AR


xBz(>0)
,
Xp = 
Bz (>0)


yBz(>0)
Yp = 
·
Bz(>0)

(2)

Similar expressions for Xn and Yn are given for the mean position of the negative concentrations (Bz < 0). In both cases only
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Fig. 2. First column: an overlay of an SXT image on an MDI magnetogram including computed field lines for three of the modelled ARs. From
top to bottom: AR 7968 (magnetic data at 14:28 UT and SXT AlMg filter image at 18:08 UT on June 7, 1996), AR 7994 (magnetic data at
06:27 UT and SXT AlMg filter image at 06:23 UT on November 11, 1996) and AR 8024 (magnetic data at 19:13 UT and SXT AlMg filter
image at 19:09 UT on March 20, 1997). Three (±20, 50, 100 G) isocontours of the line of sight magnetic field have been drawn for AR 7994
and AR 8024 and four (±40, 100, 500, 1000 G) for AR 7968. The x and y axes are in Mm. Second and third columns: scatter plots of B and
B2  for the three chosen ARs. The axes have logarithmic scales with the field line length L (abscissa) measured in Mm and the magnetic field
in G. Each point represents a computed field line. Figures for B and B2  correspond to field lines anchored at places where the absolute value
of the field at both footpoints is larger than 10 G. The curve in each plot is a least-square fit to the function F1 (L) to the points (see Eq. (4)).

vertical field strengths |Bz | 10G are included to avoid noisy
data.
From the modelled magnetic fields for every AR, we compute the flux-tube volume averaged magnetic quantities B and
B2  as (see MDK 2000):

BdV
L
B = 
≈
,
dV
ds/B


2
Bds
dV
B
B2  = 
≈
,
(3)
dV
ds/B
where dV is the elemental volume, s is the curvilinear
coor
dinate along the central axis of the tube, and L = ds is the
flux-tube length. Under the assumption that the variation of B
within the cross section of the tube is negligible, we can replace
the volume integral by a line integral using the magnetic flux
conservation.

In Fig. 2, first column, we show the extrapolated field lines
superimposed on the X-ray images of three ARs. The ARs, in
the particular set chosen by YS (2001), are in general decaying
ARs in which individual loops can barely be distinguished, and
the soft X-ray images come from SXT full disc data, which
have a low spatial resolution (∼5 arcsec). Thus, our fit is not
done to isolated loops but to the global SXT emission. Diﬀerent
aspects of two of the ARs included in Table 1 (AR 7968 and
AR 7981) have been studied by Deng et al. (1999), Mandrini
et al. (2001), Démoulin et al. (2003) and Mandrini et al. (2004).
The values of α mentioned in Table 1 for these two ARs are
the same as in these studies. In general, when loops cannot be
distinguished, α can vary by about 20% but the computed field
lines still follow the global trend of the X-ray emission; for
larger variations in α, the discrepancies become visible.
In the second and third columns of Fig. 2, we show B
and B2  as a function of L (in logarithmic scale and measured in Mm), respectively. In order to quantify the functional
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Fig. 3. Results from fitting function F1 to B scatter plot data for the 10 ARs selected from YS (2001). Coeﬃcents C2 and C3 are plotted on
the left and parameter S on the right panels, respectively. The dash-dotted line in the right panel represents the estimated active region size S AR
as defined in the text (see Eqs. (2)).
Table 1. SXT active regions and relevant parameters.
NOAA

Φa

number

number

21

(10 Mx)

(Mm)

1

8052

3.2

42

9.4

2

7968

4.0

50

–6.3

3

7961

1.3

27

0

4

7982

4.5

38

0

5

7994

0.9

33

0

6

8024

0.7

20

0

7

8041

0.5

31

0

8

7981

12.3

68

6.3

9

7999

15.9

77

–12.3

10

8004

9.0

62

–12.3

Region

αc

b
S AR
−3

(10

Mm−1 )

a
Φ is the unsigned magnetic flux at the photospheric level (see the
text).
b
S AR is the active region size which is the flux weighted mean distance
between opposite polarity photospheric fields (see the text).
c
α is the shear parameter as shown in Eq. (1).

dependence of log B and log B2  on L, we follow MDK
(2000) and propose the following expression:
F1 (L) = C1 + C2 log L +

C3
log (L2 + S 2 )
2

(4)

where F1 represents either log B or log B2 . The four parameters C1 , C2 , C3 and S are unique for each AR. In particular, S
is related to some typical AR length, as discussed below (see
also MDK (2000) Sects. 3.1 and 3.2). When F1 = log B,
Eq. (4) simplifies to the power law B ∝ Lδ in the two limits
L  S and L S , where δ = C2 and δ = C2 +C3 , respectively.
The least-squares fit F1 (L) is plotted as a solid line in the second and third column of Fig. 2 for B and B2 , respectively.
We have chosen the loop lengths in the interval [1, 1000] Mm,
and the photospheric field strength to be between [10, 5000]
G. Figure 2 shows that for small values of L, there are more
data points and a larger scatter suggesting that B and B2  are

almost independent of L. Very low values of L do not represent
real SXT coronal loops since they link mixed photospheric polarities which are at the noise level. However, we have decided
to keep the full range of lengths and magnetic field strengths to
illustrate the general behaviour and also to simplify the comparison with MDK (2000) results. On the other hand, there are
fewer loops of longer lengths, and B and B2  show a clear
decrease with L. The qualitative behaviour seen in Fig. 2 is
present in all the ARs listed in Table 1. Some diﬀerences in the
individual distributions are related to the magnetic characteristics of each AR, e.g. number, intensity and relative position of
the flux concentrations at the photosphere.
Figure 3 shows the parameters C2 , C3 and S , obtained from
fits to the B versus L scatter plot data for the diﬀerent ARs
as a function of region number from Table 1. The averages and
dispersions shown in each panel of this figure indicate the mean
values and standard deviations of each represented parameter.
We see from Fig. 3 (left panel) that C2 hovers very close to 0
in all cases, indicating that the average field strength is nearly
independent of length for L ≤ S . C3 ranges mostly between
−3.5 and −1 and tends to be less negative for more complex
regions. All these results are compatible with the results found
by MDK (2000).
The parameter S (Fig. 3, right panel) varies from about
40 to 130 Mm and is related to a typical AR length. In order
to show the relationship between S and S AR , we have drawn
them together with solid and dash-dotted lines, respectively. It
can be seen that there is a reasonable correlation between both
parameters. In general, S is about twice S AR in simple bipolar configurations but becomes close to it as the complexity of
the region increases. This diﬀerence can be explained by noticing that S AR only characterizes the dipolar aspects of the photospheric flux distribution. When a magnetic configuration is
complex and has intermixed polarities, S AR does not necessarily reflect their separation. For example, in the extreme case of
a region of fully mixed field, as in the quiet Sun during solar
minimum, the value of S AR will be zero, even though there is
a characteristic separation between opposite polarity elements.
The relationship between S and S AR shown in Fig. 3 is very
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Fig. 4. Results from fitting the linear function F2 to the scatter plot data for the 10 ARs in Table 1. The slope δ is plotted against the active
region number for B (left panel) and B2  (right panel). The solid curve is for the range of lengths [40, 200] Mm, while the dash-dotted and
dashed curves are for the ranges [20, 200] and [40, 300], respectively.
Table 2. Average values of C3 and correlation factors (r) to F1 .
B

B2

C3

−2.49 ± 0.79

−3.76 ± 0.93

r

0.62 ± 0.14

0.53 ± 0.14

Averages

Table 3. Average values of the slopes and correlation factors (r) to F2 .

similar to the one found between the same parameters by MDK
(2000) for their particular set of ARs. We note that the range of
S is smaller for our set than for the MDK (2000) set, indicating that YS (2001) ARs are much less extended. This fact will
be reflected in the range of loop lengths representing the soft
X-ray emission (see below).
We have analysed similar plots for B2  and find that the
results are similar: a very flat distribution for L  S (C2 ≈ 0.)
and a steeply declining section for large values of L. The main
diﬀerence is that the coeﬃcient C3 is more negative for B2 .
The average values and the dispersions of C3 for the 10 ARs
are shown in the first row of Table 2, for the scatter plots of
B and B2 . The quality of the least-squares fits to F1 (with
F1 = log B or F1 = log B2 ), indicated by the Pearson’s
correlation factor (r), is also given (averaged over 10 ARs).
The general law discussed above involves parameters that
vary from one AR to the next (primarily S and C3 ). However,
MDK (2000) found a law linking L and B and B2  based
on parameters that were the same for all the cases they studied.
From the scatter plots for F1 (L), we have seen that this function
reduces to a linear shape in the limits L  S and L
S.
Therefore, following MDK (2000), we test if a power law can
be applied over a limited range of intermediate lengths (L ≈ S )
and consider the simplest case, B ∝ Lδ . We fit the individual
AR (taking limited intervals for the loop lengths) distributions
to the function:
F2 (L) = C + δ log L,

B

B2 

δ

−1.17 ± 0.46

−1.79 ± 0.72

r

0.69 ± 0.19

0.61 ± 0.21

Averages

(5)

where for F2 = log B, B = 10C Lδ (similarly for log B2 ).
The range of lengths for which F2 was tested by MDK
(2000) was the range of SXT loop lengths used in the Porter
& Klimchuk (1995) study. In this latter paper the lengths

of SXT loops were measured individually and were in the
[50, 300] Mm range, which was the central range considered
by MDK (2000). However, for the set of ARs in our study,
we are unable to identify individual loops in most of the
ARs. Our ARs are spatially less extended than those of MDK
(2000) suggesting that the soft X-ray emission is, in general,
restricted to shorter field lines and, hence, the loop length
range [50, 300] Mm is rather large. Therefore, if we compare our range of S ([40, 130] Mm) to that of MDK (2000)
([40, 240] Mm), it is evident that we should modify our range
of lengths to determine the value of δ. The same is true if we
compare the average value of S AR for our set (46 Mm) with the
average S AR for MDK (2000) (60 Mm). To choose the range
of L we proceed as follows. We rescale the central range of
MDK (2000), i.e. [50, 300] Mm, by multiplying by a factor of
our average S AR divided by the average S AR of MDK (2000).
This gives our central range to be approximately [40, 200] Mm.
Next, we consider SXT emission over 10% of the maximum
intensity of each AR and make sure that in each AR there is a
significant number of field lines within [40, 200] Mm. Because
our ARs have diﬀerent extensions, we consider two intervals around this central one, [40, 300] Mm and [20, 200] Mm.
Figure 4 (left and right panels) shows δ as a function of AR
number for these three intervals of L ([20, 200], [40, 200],
[40, 300] Mm) for B and B2 , respectively. For all three intervals, we consider the absolute value of the photospheric field
strength at both loop feet to be above 10 G. The averages and
dispersions in Fig. 4 correspond to the average δ for all the
three intervals, i.e. the average of all thirty δ values included in
the figure and its dispersion.
The value found for δ for our particular set of ARs in the
case of B, δ = −1.2 ± 0.5, is in good agreement within error
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bars with the value reported by MDK (2000), i.e. −0.9 ± 0.3
(see Sect. 5.5 in MDK (2000)). The diﬀerence is believed to be
due to diﬀerent magnetic complexities of the ARs in our subset,
when compared to those of MDK (2000). Most of our ARs are
weak field bipolar regions, only 3 are clearly quadrupolar. In
MDK (2000) most of the ARs are quadrupolar and, generally,
have a much stronger field. The two studies now firmly suggest
that a law for the scaling of B with L exists in solar coronal ARs; the value of the parameter δ in this law depends on
the degree of complexity of the ARs included in the set under
analysis.

3. Discussion and conclusions
We find that there exists a power law relation between B and
B2  and L for solar coronal AR loops, contrary to what was
shown by YS (2001), who found that the mean magnetic field
intensity and loop lengths were not related. We conclude that
the discrepancy between our result and those of YS (2001) is
due to the diﬀerent methods used in estimating the parameters
in the power law in the respective studies. In our study (see also
MDK 2000), we estimate the average coronal field magnitudes
using a volume integration along flux tubes computed from an
extrapolated coronal field (mainly Eqs. (3)); the lengths used
to estimate the scaling law correspond to the range of lengths
of the computed field lines for which the SXT emission is over
a certain threshold (see Sect. 2). In this way the characteristics (configuration and complexity) of each AR are better taken
into account. In YS (2001) the typical length scale was the AR
size, and is taken as the square root of its area (A); the mean
magnetic coronal flux density was calculated by taking the total photospheric magnetic flux (measured by SoHO/MDI) divided by the AR area. For future studies, similar to the study
presented here, it is our conclusion that estimating mean quantities in a global way seldom reflects the actual complexities of
the magnetic configuration in the corona and, when possible,
should be avoided.
The power law of the form Lδ provides a good statistical fit
for both B and B2  in a limited range of lengths. This was
also found by MDK (2000). The range of L obviously depends
on the size of the active regions. Because of the smaller active regions in our study compared to those studied by MDK
(2000), we have scaled down the range of lengths that we take
to derive the power law index δ. However, even with a diﬀerent
range of lengths in our set, the value of δ does not show very
significant changes; the diﬀerence between the δ value here and
in MDK (2000) is mainly due to the number of complex ARs
included in each set.
We can now combine the 10 ARs of our study with the
14 ARs of MDK (2000) to have a set that includes ARs of
varying sizes and complexities, and find a single value for δ.
We recomputed δ for the same three loop length ranges that
were considered by MDK (2000) ([30, 300] Mm, [50, 300] Mm
and [50, 400] Mm), noticing that the dispersion of δ increases
for our 10 ARs. We found that δ = −1.07 ± 0.43 for B and
−1.64 ± 0.70 for B2  (these values are the averages and dispersions of the 72 values of δ, i.e for each of the 24 ARs considering three ranges of loop lengths). If we use any of these δ values

to derive the scaling law for the heating rate as a function of L
for diﬀerent coronal heating models, we find similar scalings,
within error bars, as those found by MDK (2000) and Démoulin
et al. (2003). Furthermore, if these scalings derived from models are then compared with the observed heating rate obtained
from observations using a quasi-static model for coronal loops,
as was done by MDK (2000) and Démoulin et al. (2003) (see
also Mandrini 2005, for a review), we find that models based
on the dissipation of stressed, current-carrying magnetic fields
are in better agreement with SXT observations than the models
that involve dissipation of MHD waves, even for a set of ARs
having most diverse characteristics.
Findings of studies like the one described here when combined with quasi-static models of coronal loops, to derive
heating-rate scalings for coronal heating models, should be
used with care. Observations of cooler loops from the Extreme
Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT/SoHO) and the Transition
Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE) suggest that many
loops with temperatures around 1 MK are not in static equilibrium. Some are seen to evolve rapidly and even those that
appear steady tend to have densities much higher than can be
explained by equilibrium theory (Aschwanden et al. 2000).
Aschwanden et al. (2001) found that about one-third of the
TRACE loops in their study can be explained by equilibrium
models if the heating is suﬃciently concentrated near the foot
points, but two-thirds cannot be. Winebarger et al. (2003) suggest that the fraction compatible with equilibrium may actually
be smaller. SXT observe loops that are generally much hotter
than 1 MK. In addition to being hotter, they are also broader
and fuzzier in appearance, which is not an artifact of the instrumental resolution. Furthermore, TRACE and EIT loops are
overdense relative to equilibrium, SXT loops either have the
correct density or are underdense. As described in Porter &
Klimchuk (1995), most SXT loops are compatible with equilibrium for reasonable values of the filling factor. This indicates that, while there can be no guarantee that SXT loops are
in quasi-static equilibrium, the observations are consistent with
such an interpretation. The presence or absence of other heating
mechanisms will be identified with better spatial and spectral
resolution and coverage with future missions such as Solar B.
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